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 actors in the scene. Photographs under such circumstances would hardly have
 been possible. We probably owe it to the author's intimate knowledge of the
 make-up of Tibetan accessories that these representations are so exceedingly
 effective. T. H. H.
 THE NEARER EAST.*
 The delay in reviewing this important book in the pages of the Geographical
 Journal is not due to the editor, but to the reviewer. His chief excuse is that
 Mr. Hogarth has managed to condense into a volume of 255 pages an amount of
 solid material out of which he might easily have made a much larger book, so that
 it is necessary to read his work with considerable care in order to master the
 detailed information it contains. This task is, unfortunately, not rendered less
 difficult by the fact that the maps, as compared with the letterpress, are most
 inadequate in respect to the information which they give; and the ordinary
 reader, who has not the map-room of the Geographical Society at his immediate
 disposal, seeks in vain to find, either in the maps in this volume or in ordinary
 atlases, many of the names which Mr. Hogarth mentions. This is a defect which
 should certainly be remedied in a second edition. As it is, the reader studies
 many chapters with something approaching despair. He feels that the informa-
 tion given is important and worth mastering, and yet he is unable to master it
 because he cannot locate the positions of the places mentioned. In other respects
 the maps are excellent for their purpose. The coloured orographical maps are
 really works of art. The only practical defect noticeable in them is that the
 colouring of the highest contours is not sufficiently distinct from that of the lakes.
 Some of the sketch-maps are well designed for the purpose of displaying at a
 glance the main physical characteristics of a region-for example, those of Asia
 Minor on p. 30, Armenia on p. 40, and Syria on p. 65. There is one more serious
 defect to be noted and corrected in the volume before us. By some strange over-
 sight, pp. 126, 127 have been printed on the back of pp. 141, 144 respectively.
 Pp. 126, 127 can also be found in their proper place, but pp. 142, 143 seem to
 have been omitted altogether from the volume.
 There is nothing exactly like this book existent in English literature. It is
 geography in a new form, written by a man of well-known literary capacity. It
 deals with interesting regions which are often most inadequately treated in
 geographical text-books. Geographical text-books, too, are not, as a rule, bright
 examples of pure literature, and their authors are usually compilers of informa-
 tion gathered from the works of others. In this book, on the other hand, we
 have a large mass of first-hand information, especially with regard to Asia Minor,
 from a traveller and author who has done almost as much as any man living to
 let in light upon this dark corner of the world. But Mr. Hogarth has also studied
 the works of others in very thorough fashion, and has presented the results of that
 study so graphically that he is hardly less interesting in his descriptions of Arabia
 and Persia than in those of lands of which he has personal knowledge.
 The book is a good book. It is not merely interesting and instructive to the
 geographical student, but is equally so to any educated reader who wishes to get
 a real knowledge of a region of the world which has in the past played a great part
 in civilization and history, and may, perhaps must, in the near future become the
 theatre of events of world-wide moment. It is a region of strange and startling con-
 trasts, which are well brought out by a writer who can paint with a broad brush.
 The reader may not always agree with Mr. Hogarth's general statements,
 because he demolishes so many accepted facts. There are some instances in
 * 'The Nearer East.' By D. G. Hogarth. London: W. Heinemann. 1902.
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 which his zeal as an iconoclast has carried him somewhat-perhaps we may say,
 too-far. For instance, his view of the comparative ineffectiveness of the barrier
 of Taurus is very difficult to reconcile with the statements of other travellers with
 regard to the nature of this chain, and still more difficult to reconcile with his-
 torical data extending through many centuries. But perhaps Mr. Hogarth may
 be excused if he is somewhat severe in his treatment of some of the cherished
 beliefs of his countrymen whether on the past or the present. The justification is
 to be found in the most interesting chapters which he has written upon life under
 Eastern conditions, which contain so much that is at variance with those accounts
 of the peoples of the East which we have received from travellers who have spent
 a few days at Athens, a few hours at Smnyrna, maybe, and a day or two at Con-
 stantinople. After reading what Mr. Hogarth has to tell us, we feel that even the
 unspeakable Turk becomes-speakable; that he is in some respects as good as
 ourselves, in some respects a little better.
 Aristotle says that a statesman ought to have knowledge of the parts of the
 soul. Ona this principle we commend this book to the British politician. It will
 tell him much of the soul of those peoples of the Near East. The Englishman
 can here buy his knowledge cheaply, for seven shillings and sixpence, instead of
 resorting to that market where he usually purchases the correction of his own
 ignorance-the market of war.
 If the remaining volumes of this series attain to the level of the one before us,
 its issue will mark a most important advance in the standard of geographical
 literature. G. B. GRUNDY.
 AFRICA.
 EASTERN EQUATORIAL AFRICA.*
 One can hardly feel surprise, on reading this latest story of African exploration,
 that the region with which it has to do has been one of the last strongholds of
 the unknown to fall before the attack of latter-day explorers. Few areas in the
 whole continent can present greater difficulties to the pioneer than are met with
 in the tract of country between the Nile and Lake Rudolf, in the opening up of
 which Major Austin has played so conspicuous a part. The most opposite
 extremes here combine to put obstacles in the traveller's way. He is hampered
 alike by swamps and deserts; by torrential rains and burning sun; at one time
 by the attacks of treacherous natives, and at another by the entire absence of
 inhabitants. A thrilling interest cannot, therefore, fail to be felt in the story of
 the fight with these obstacles, brought to a successful issue solely through the
 indomitable pluck of the author and his two companions, who, in carrying through
 their task, were called upon to endure hardships hardly surpassed in the history
 of exploration.
 Major Austin's narrative gives a plain, straightforward account of his two
 expeditions to the region of the Sobat and Lake Rudolf, no attempt being made
 to exaggerate the hardships encountered, but rather to tone them down in con-
 sideration for the feelings of his readers. The first of the two journeys, though
 free from the more harrowing experiences of the second, had certainly its full share
 of difficulties. The monotonous Sobat plains, with their swamps and interlacing
 waterways, presented obstacles enough during the outward journey, but they were
 rendered doubly serious on the return, when the advent of the rains made it
 difficult at times to find a dry spot on which to camp. The ascent by the gorge
 * ' Among Swamps and Giants in Equatorial Africa.' By Major H. H. Austin.
 London: Pearson. 1902.
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